Something we can all tell our grandchildren about.
That's where you come in, freelance world builder.
Into a growing family at the delirium of the unlimited,
You
Leftist Jpg-centric.

Listen first,
Be humble first.
This is the real key to success,
Humble but ambitious, razor-sharp, self-branding world builder.

Work long, hard, and smart.
And we will abolish the mall.

We promise to return the favor...
abolishing them all.

Work long, hard, and smart.
Mind blow, build something important.
Something we can all tell our grandchildren about,
Something we can all tell our grandchildren about.
Teach us a thing or two,
Just a thing or two.
Build a world,
Build worlds,
...hyperlinked worlds.
Build switching L,A,C,U,N,A,S,
Or make others do things.

Freedom;
Same and rival.
Mercenary;
Meat floating.
Build a growing family.
A crew.
A body cut in two.

We are a motivated team… we're all about the team.
A family… a growing family.
We create more than just xxxxxxxxxx.
Or we just create xxxxxxxxxx... but we never complain.
Or...
We always complain.

BELONG ANYWHERE.

Don't get hung up on the title.
BELONG ANYWHERE
But rebrand freedom first,
You,
Multitasked
World builder.

Listen first.
Be fair.
Be same and rival.
Be humble,
Humble but ambitious.
Go beyond the daily tasks;
Go for something you can tell your grandchildren about.
Excitotoxicity,
Cyber-utopianism,
Positive pressure,
New daily challenges,

Product placement,
Superhighway positive populism,
Leftist verbiage as marketing gimmick,
Sickness leave.

Here is the real key to success.
Positive pressure.

Positive pressure.
Positive pressure.

Attitude is more important than competence,
and sponsorship is ownership.

Lead us, drive us towards better results.
Towards hyperconfigurated anxiety,
Absolute alienation, loops of consumption,
And towards something we can tell our family about.
Extracurricular activities in our casual work environment and social outings.
Dead objects do things together, as well as a body cut in two,
Is still a body.
Invite us, inspire us.
We promise to return the favor,
bringing our family even closer together.
Investing in people,
Proactive and innovative people from all over the world.

The world.

And something we can all tell our grandchildren about.

BELONG ANYWHERE,

We promise to return the favor
Embracing those who see things differently, those who aren't afraid to experiment,
And who have a healthy disregard for constraints.
Attitude is more important than competence and this is the real key to success.
Yes! (positive),
Yes! (pressure),
BELONG ANYWHERE.

Attitude is more important than competence.
Attitude is more important than competence.
.

.
… You are glass,
Abolishing the mall.
We are glass,
A crew,
A body cut in two.

That's where you come in,
Jpg-centric, world builder.

